This is a valuable effort for Toronto Police Services to helm a little PR in wake of the soon to be defunct RCMP 
The fact that they have to do a public consultation on this matter speaks volumes as to their own reluctance to implement this
With all due respect, the police and criminals alike all have the blood of climate change on their hands through their association with big auto and big gun industries since the 19 and 20th century
Electronic devices are all inherently dependent on various supply chain amenities that are easily prone to disruptions (hackers. weather events) which could have a catastrophic cascading or ripple effect on the ability for the police to maintain order
The Toronto Police services board should be focusing on developing and maintaining a potential long term "lights out" pen and paper policing strategy to keep things in check if long term disruptions of the grid become a norm of the future especially for that population size, along with sanitation, sustainably repairable/replaceable infrastructure, sustainable local food production and long-term storage before focusing on any other initiatives, as we head into this ecological calamity. I certainly hope totalitarian control measures are no the current fall-back strategy as that will not be conducive with long-term voluntary compliance
Chiefs and constables alike can track enforcement trends and can collaborate on responses fine themselves. Relying on tech could result in police skill atrophy
Eliminating tax squandering middle management positions will help free up surplus budget and encourage proactive policing 
Finally,
Errant policy making has led to this ecological and sociological calamity we're potentially heading into
Please hold the policy makers to much stricter standard of transparency and accountability with regards to future business dealings and initiatives. They have done wonders in generating voluntary non-compliance for Canadians
Here are a couple bread crumbs the Toronto Police Services Board and accompanying enforcement agencies can follow to help alleviate issues with voluntary compliance: 
1. Collectively lobby the gun manufacturers that you routinely document in crimes to produce less product, ideally coming to a halt. Consider a mandatory buy back and technology ban of all forms of 'killing machinery' (including autonomous vehicles) in Canada, followed by the states as this is no longer the 1800's and nobody actually needs guns
2. Open files on big pharma and its seemingly suspicious opioid sourcing, particularly booming over the last decade
3. Open files on long overdue top secret government-funded weather modification programs (HAARP, cloud seeding). We are currently living through what will be historically considered the biggest crime of the century (see above comment re: police's involvement in the 'glorious' triumph of Ford manufacturing company).
Stay safe

